
Stickers for jewellery qualities
Individually printed with text of free choice

� Free text choice

� Coloured imprint

� Metallic lables

� From 1,000 pieces

Quality-Stickers focus on what
is really important. The small
sales assistants transport cen-
tral core features directly on
the product at a glance. Thanks
to digital printing, your indivi-
dual text now determines where
you want to set impulses in
purchasing decisions and pro-
duct organization.

Basic variants for individual
variety
On the basis of prefab metallic
labels with permanent glue, indi-
vidual Quality-Stickers are pro-
duced from a minimum quantity
of 1,000 pieces. In addition to
black, six extra colours are availa-
ble for text imprint: red, blue,
green and white as well as gold
and silver metallic. The produc-
tion in digital printing is 1-colour
with any text.

Combination of texts in one
order
As a customer, you have the
option of combining different
texts in one print job. You tell us
the wording and the quantity, we
set the text to match the label.
You will receive our design pro-
posal for approval. Then your
individual Quality-Stickers go
into digital printing.

Handily converted
Individual Quality-Stickers are
delivered endlessly in 4 lines.
The web has a tear-off perfora-
tion after 20 labels and is folded
into a conventient stack.
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Due to the general cost situation,

we can no more keep our prices

constant over a longer period of time,

but have to permanently adjust

them to the supply market.
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110 mm

110 mm

with 1colour text print

with 1colour text print

1.000 2.000 3.000 5.000 10.000

€ / 1.000 61,70 34,40 25,35 17,95 12,60

1.000 2.000 3.000 5.000 10.000

€ / 1.000 61,70 34,40 25,35 17,95 12,60

Please specify the desired printing colour
for the text with each order:

S black

W white

R red

B blue

G green

GO gold metallic

SI silver metallic

Price for text change in combined orders: € 1.50 per text
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95 820 QAG

95 820 QAS

TTK-PETG
gold metallic, matt
permanent glue

TTK-PETS
silver metallic, mat
permanent glue

Quality-Stickers from stock, for individual 1c-digital printing
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All prices without VAT.

Label(s) Materials


